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Synopsis from the first installment of the series, Chaos In The Blink Of An EyeOn a cold, blustery,

snowy Saturday in late November, more than 111,000 people were crammed inside Michigan

Stadium, in Ann Arbor, Michigan, to watch the Michigan Wolverines play the Ohio State Buckeyes. It

was a heated college football rivalry that had spanned more than a century. No one inside the

stadium was prepared for what would soon unfold. As the football was kicked into the snow-filled

sky to start the game, long-foretold Bible prophecy came to pass right before their very eyes,

causing many to suddenly vanish into thin air. Players disappeared! Coaches disappeared!

Members of the media disappeared! Members of both marching bands disappeared! Cheerleaders

disappeared, along with many fans in the stands.In the blink of an eye, the football game was

suddenly insignificant. Fear and panic filled the hearts of everyone still inside the stadium. People

screamed hysterically and wept uncontrollably, clinging to their departed loved oneâ€™s clothing

and other effects. But their bodies were nowhere to be found. Many were too afraid to move, for fear

that they, too, would vanish. But what happened inside Michigan Stadium was only a drop in the

bucket compared to rest of the world. In the blink of an eye, life as humanity had known it was

forever changed when the Great Disappearing Act came to pass. Those still remaining were about

to experience the greatest cataclysmic events to ever rock Planet Earth...The fifth installment will be

available late Fall, 2016.
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The scenes portrayed in the aftermath are pretty believable. The take the reader deeper into the

original series. One should definitely read book one first in order to get the most out of this one. The

rapture has happened, millions have simply disappeared and the entire world, its' government and

its' people are in total shock and fear. And out of obscurity comes a young, charismatic man with a

propensity to be a great world leader. Hmmm. Wow can't wait for book three

This is a good series. I can't wait to read more. I would highly recommend this book as being worth

the time and money even though I think most Christian authors tend to be a bit too proud of their

books based on the price they ask for them.

The 'Aftermath' in this series takes the reader deeper into the original 'Chaos'. The scenes

portrayed are pretty believable. One should definitely read book one first in order to get the most out

of this one. The rapture has happened, millions have simply disappeared and the entire world, its'

government and its' people are in total shock and fear.Hostilities between nations has taken a back

seat to co-operation as survival and future plans are made. Out of obscurity comes a young,

charismatic man with a propensity to be a great world leader. Hmmm. Well, just as in book one , I

have no choice but to read book three

I am so enjoying this series. The author has totally made this real, which of course it is. This will

happen. The Bible makes it crystal clear. Great character development. Just ordered the third book.

I love how Jesus is honored in these stories. One could come to a faith in Jesus Christ by reading

these books. Loved it!

The scriptures and urgency of salvation are intertwined in the story. At times the narrator becomes a

commentator on the end times and forgets to wrap it in the narration. All in all, it is an enjoyable and

informative read. I am looking forward to part 5.



This is the second book in the Series, chaos in the Blink of an eye....Mr. Higgins draws you into this

book,great characters and writing....This book is about The Rapture....what transpires after most of

the people and all young children vanish from the face of the earth....Noone yet has put 2 and 2

together except a hand full of people who started reading the Bible....Interesting book can't wait to

read book 3.....

It's a book for everyone! The message is clear that the only way to heaven and not hell is having a

personal relationship with Christ thru asking Him to come into our hearts! I flew thru the book and

am on the 3rd book of the series. Mr Higgins takes the book of Revelation and explains in very easy

terms the rapture and the Tribulation so anyone can understand. It's a simple message and a

simple act to yielding to His Word. No works just submission. I love all the excitement of what

happens and how his concept of the tribulation takes place. Hard to put down!

So disappointed. Little to no dialogue between characters. Mostly a very long description of the

destruction and aftermath of the rapture. Difficult to care about characters when all you have is a

short narrative of them but love nag descriptions of what happens to the structure of sports, etc. first

book at least had dialogue between characters to add dimension to them,; although the it also

contained long winded essay like narratives. I love end times stories nut tryin to get through this one

felt like trying to get through the apocalypse.
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